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WHAT A YEAR IT WAS AND IT’S ONLY SEPTEMBER!
By Frank Dallahan

The state of the jewelry business today is tough, very tough. Retail
remains slow for the most part. Seemingly, some of the higher end
stores are doing some business with limits on the number of people
permitted in stores, social distancing, face masks required, and
sanitizing everything before and after a client’s visit. Even if these
regulations were not in place, the consumer’s psyche just doesn’t seem
to be that motivated. The result is an extraordinarily slow season. All of
the regulations and executive orders in many states has just put a pall
over all retail…jewelry and non-jewelry alike.
The question is what can be done? The manufacturing community
has put on virtual programs to encourage retail jewelers to focus on
business basics. JCK Shows and the Atlanta Show are attempting to
run virtual trade shows. Atlanta is offering to run a combination virtual
show and a live show in October in Atlanta. Select Jewelry Show is
holding a live show at Mohegan Sun in Connecticut on November 1-2.
The results of these efforts will be seen very soon.
The best I can say for these efforts is it takes courage and conviction to
even try. I hate being negative and writing negative thoughts does not
help. So, I come back again to the same question, what can be done?
There is no cure-all. But, communication with your customer base is an
important key. Every form of communication is necessary. Advertising,
direct mail, email, phone calls all play an important role in talking
with your clients. Calling to say hello, how are managing through the
effects of this pandemic. Keeping in touch with no particular goal in
mind except keeping in touch makes a very positive impression. It
demonstrates your concern and your thoughtfulness. Your sales staff
should be encouraged to call their customers as well. These calls
should take place irregularly but on a periodic basis, say every month
or six weeks.

PERSPECTIVE
To say 2020 has been an extraordinary year in our
lifetimes is probably the biggest understatement we
can imagine! What brings this specific thought to mind
is an email and a video I received from my good friend
Franz Brunner. The video begins with the statement,
“Imagine you were born in 1900/”
The video then proceeded to cover the earth shattering
events of the 20th Century:
• In 1914, World War I began and resulted in
22 million deaths.
• In 1918, the Spanish Flu Pandemic started and left
50 million dead.
• In 1929, the New York Stock Exchange crashed
and resulted in the Great Depression, inflation,
unemployment and a worldwide panic.
• In 1933 the Nazis came to power and gave us
WW II and resulted and 60 million deaths, including
6 million Jews.
• In 1952, we fought the Korean War where nearly
1 million combatants were killed.
• In 1964, we fought the Viet Nam War where 1.3
million lives were lost. That war lasted until 1975.
The video then brought home the idea today’s young
people have no idea how difficult life can be, but their
grandparents survived much worse and included wars
and catastrophes and another pandemic.

Your advertising needs to continue lest your marketplace forgets who
you are and what you do. Headline new and exciting merchandise that
you just purchased. Newness attracts and sells! Remind your client
base of upcoming weddings, birthdays, and anniversaries. All are very
appropriate jewelry gift giving events. Make sure your advertising has
a regular schedule. Repetition is important.

Today, we complain about wearing masks, while we
enjoy all the comforts amid a new pandemic. We
complain because we are confined to our homes,
where we have food, electricity, running water, WIFI
and even Netflix.

Direct mail is another tool you can use to keep in touch with your client
base. A simple post card showing a new product you just selected can
whet the appetite of a customer for something new and different.

In the past century, humanity survived and never lost their
joy of living. A small change in perspective can generate
miracles. Be thankful you are alive and do everything you
need to do to protect and help each other.

An let’s not forget email. It is simple and easy to use to communicate
with customers. You can make it a folksy note to say your just checking
in and by the way you can announce that you are running a sale on
gold chain – at old prices -now that gold has surpassed it’s all time
record price of $2,000 per ounce.

If you would like to see the video, you can access it at:
82bd5f69-c8e0-4c96-8698-9a52093a2ea3[2].mp4
#####
Frank Dallahan

When times are tough, you have to do something to differentiate your
business in the minds of your clients. Now that you have a few ideas
the following paragraphs may help you put into perspective what
we’ve been going through since March.
8
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WHEN MCKINSEY & COMPANY SPEAKS….
Recently McKinsey & Company put out a perspective on the luxury-goods industry
focused on what to do during and following COVID-19. You may not think of your store
as a purely “luxury” business because you sell bridal jewelry, gift-giving opportunities,
and expressions of love (and sometimes a little guilt). These may be more like necessities
in your mind, but some fundamentals in the study are worth a look.

HERE’S MY TAKE ON WHAT EVERY JEWELER SHOULD CONSIDER:
•2
 0-30% of all luxury brands are purchased outside of a buyers’
home country, largely due to global travel. Every jeweler has
experienced the regular customer who purchases a jewelry
piece overseas on a cruise or vacation only to bring it to you
to see if they got a good deal. Ugh! But put that aside for now.
• With airline travel and exotic vacations curtailed, if not
eliminated in 2020, you need to promote buying fine gems
and jewelry to your regular customer base over travel
“experiences.” Jewelers have long complained about the
travel industry being their biggest competitor. Now is the
time to do something about it.
The buying public has finally learned that shopping and
• 
buying local is a “luxury” they have long taken for granted.
There has never been a better time to promote locally,
sharing your commitment to the community through what
you do and through your philanthropic efforts. Nor has there
been a better time to take advantage of some “revenge
spending” through your business.
• Rethink 2020 quickly by reforecasting your business plan to
meet lowered, realistic sales goals. Cast at least two different
scenarios: a worst case and a thoughtful, reasoned case. You
may want a third – the optimistic version – but I’m more inclined
to save that for a happier ending to the year than expected.
• Winston Churchill made this quote famous: “The pessimist
sees difficulty in every opportunity whereas the optimist sees
opportunity in every difficulty.” Even if you’re a pessimist, look
around you. Jewelry retailers will be going out of business
at a much faster rate than previous years. That means more
opportunity for you to take market share in your region. My
experience tells me that most jewelers fail miserably at this.
Change that.
• If you were dragging your feet on the digital side of business,
I hope the Coronavirus has changed your mind and your
attitude. If not, you will be one of those going out this year.
Enhance your digital engagement before it’s too late. Use your
website not only as an electronic brochure, but as a sales tool.
Make sure people can buy right off your website because you
10
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By Bill Boyajian

can’t always expect them to come into your store.
• Hopefully, you’ve figured out that cash is king during a crisis.
I’ve begged my clients to sell off, liquidate, and scrap aged
and underperforming inventory now. It’s something they’ve
needed to do for a long time. And so do you. Just do it so
you can have the cash reserves to withstand whatever new
normal we encounter, and to take advantage of having what
most others won’t have: greenbacks to buy right!
• Stabilize your business now, but don’t loose sight of the future.
Combine your bricks with clicks as an imperative. Retain your
top salespeople and let go of underachievers. You now have
the opportunity to do what you’ve wanted to do for years but
never had either the courage or reason to do. Up your game
in every category. And that goes for you, too.
• Anticipate shifts in consumer attitudes as expressed in their
current behavior. Not everything will change when we reach
the next “normal,” but some things will. Even your thinking
has changed, so why wouldn’t you expect your customer’s
thinking to change? Jewelry is still an emotional purchase,
but tastes for the classics, hand craftsmanship, custom and
bespoke, and even heritage pieces may continue to expand.
Do your homework and be prepared.

The pandemic has challenged all of us in 2020, but with
thoughtful consideration of the above elements, careful
scenario planning, and effective execution of your strategy,
you will be able to weather this storm, and hopefully
emerge even stronger in your marketplace.

Bill Boyajian
Bill is the former long-time president of the
Gemological Institute of America, and is
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership,
business, and organizational development,
family transition, and succession planning. Bill is
the author of Developing the Mind of a Leader
– Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach
and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

We have seen this scenario repeated over and over – a store moves and sales increase,
often dramatically. We’re not even talking about a big move, sometimes it’s literally a
move across the street and sales take off as if the grand opening just kept on going.

Two questions; why does this happen so constantly, and should
you try this at home?
The why to me is the easier question to answer, but it often
takes another pair of eyes to see what the issue is with the
current location. What had been a good location choice 20, 30
or 40 years ago has likely grown tired, irrelevant or outdated.
Sometimes a facelift is in order, but sometimes even that won’t
help you.
Often the original location was selected because it was either
available, affordable or right-sized for the company as it was,
decades ago. Exterior design that was perfectly fine then, may
simply be shopworn now and, the adjoining businesses that
were also new when the store originally opened may have
been replaced as other businesses closed or moved elsewhere
themselves. Unless the new neighbors add something to the
town, shopping center or mall, and specifically to your business
by attracting viable customers, you would be left pretty much on
your own, even if surrounded by other businesses. Because these
changes happen over many years, you may hardly notice them.
In line shopping centers don’t offer the same curb appeal
that a free-standing building will, of course, but free-standing
buildings are often too expensive, so that option may be off
the table for you. But a location move should always be on the
table, even if that decision is several years away.
Mortgage rates are historically low and will likely remain
there for the next year or two. That makes financing a move
far more attractive. At the same time, there is a significant
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By Abe Sherman

culling of retail businesses underway and many businesses will
close; banks may merge and their buildings may come on the
market – again. This happens during times of consolidation,
seemingly every 10 years or so but with Covid, the word about
many, many businesses closing their doors for good, may be
an opportunity for you to take a long, hard, objective look at
your own space, location, neighbors and future.
It may be remarkable to you, but not to us, as we see this happen
over and over again – a business moves and is ‘discovered’ by
a client base who would have never walked through their doors
otherwise. But a word of caution here; the move isn’t enough.
Rather, a re-inventing, re-merchandising, re-imagining of your
customer’s experience, even down to the staff that one brings
over to the new location. These are the things that make the
business take off, not just a change of address.
There are great shopping centers with pad-site buildings
that are going to be empty and free-standing buildings that
can be bought. In the NY/NJ area, there are so many banks
closed now, I wonder how many of them will remain closed as
customers move to online banking, relying more on ATM’s and
their phones. I have written about this before, but there is an
old saying – when there is blood in the streets, buy real estate.

Abe Sherman

CEO, BIG - Buyers Intelligence Group

By Jackie LeBental

Virtual Editor

The pandemic of 2020 turned our world upside down. Retail stores closed, production halted,
and in person tradeshows postponed. Our industry turned to the virtual and tech world to
promote, sell, and launch new collections. I found myself scrolling through Instagram like crazy
as I would walk a tradeshow searching for new and must have jewels. My virtual search lead me
to these easy breezy beautiful pieces.

01

02

Belle Etoile

Rachel Atherley

When it comes to fine fashion jewelry, the team at Belle
Etoile are masters. Their on trend and hand painted enamel
collections allow the wearer to show off their individual style
through bold and story telling motifs. This bangle from the
Serengeti collection, features hand painted giraffes, cheetahs,
pythons, zebras and monkeys set into rhodium-plated, nickel
allergy-free 925 silver and takes you on a jewelry safari. MSRP
$550. 415.626.9223

When it comes to scarab jewelry,
one of my favorites is from Rachel
Atherley. The modern construction
and open flowing style wrap natural
gemstones creating a signature look.
Each piece is carefully created in her
Hudson Valley, NY studio making her
collections not only unique but adding
a personal touch. You will find an array
of gemstones available in this in 14K
yellow gold collection ranging from
moonstone, lapis, turquoise,
labradorite and malachite, but the
moonstone shine caught my eye.
MSRP $935. 845.594.7399

03

04

Lorraine West

Acanthus Jewelry

One of the highs of social media is discovering new designers. I
was so excited to recently connect with rockstar
designer Lorraine West. Her pieces blend
classic motifs with organic motion demanding
their own spotlight. Of course, I personally fell
in love with her 14K gold filled open heart ring.
Each ring is handcrafted giving it a custom feel.
MSRP $95. lorraine.west@gmail.com

I am always amazed by the artistry and incredible creativity
that comes from jewelry designers. Nichole McIver, creator
and hand fabricator of Acanthus Jewelry, fuses her love of
historical elements into earthly
adornments. These sweet opal
sacred heart studs set in 14K yellow
gold are the perfect addition to
a stud collection. MSRP $895.
acanthusjewelry@gmail.com

Jackie LeBental
Jackie LeBental an industry expert and owner of Barri Luxury Consulting, provides designer brands and retailers with personalized business solutions and
extensive industry guidance. With over 10 years of sales management, growth driven results and passion for creative thinking she offers a fresh and honest
approach to your business model. To contact Jackie for questions or a business analysis you can email her at Jackie@barri.onmicrosoft.com and follow her on
Instagram at Barriluxco.
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05

06

M.Spalten

Evocateur

Designer Melissa Spalten has always
had an expert eye and passion
for spotting the most incredible
gemstones. Wanting to create an
affordable luxury line in 14K yellow
gold, she developed the Gemdrop
Collection. This must have and
customizable collection offers a range
of options. Retailers and customers can
create a custom necklace, earring or
band by choosing from several different
chain styles and gemstones that fit
their color preference. Whether it be
children’s birthstones, lucky number of stones or favorite color
combo, this collection has so many options the possibilities
are endless. MSRP starting at $2,600 for piece shown.
210.865.0923

When looking for a
collection that fuses
art and fashion, look no
further than Evocateur.
Every year I wait to see what
this genius creator has up
her jewelry sleeve. Always
opening the creative doors
to our imaginations, Barabara
Ross-Innamorati and her
team of skilled artisans create
fabulous statement pieces. Wink
pendant 22K gold leaf, Swarovski
crystal on a 14K gold plated
chain, available on 17” chain or a

07

08

Lizzie Mandler

Gabriel & Co

The ambiance of clean and modern
motifs can be seen throughout this
Los Angeles based designers’
collection. Focusing on geometric
and contemporary elements, Lizzie
Mandler has carved out her jewelry
niche with precision. These 18K yellow,
rose and sterling silver knife edge
chain link drops are feminine,
edgy and essential. MSRP $1,260.
lizzie@lizziemandler.com

Two brothers Jack and Dominick Gabriel have kept New
York based jewelry brand Gabriel & Co a leader in jewelry
manufacturing. Through their love and passion for the industry
and giving back in numerous ways, this team continues to
show their commitment to jewelry through their designs.
This modern and romantic
green amethyst diamond
ring set in 14K white gold
is sure to keep your hand
sparkling. MSRP $1,090.
212. 519.1400

09

10

Jane Taylor

Joie DiGiovanni Jewelry

Living their best jewelry life through every spectrum of the
rainbow, this fierce mother-daughter duo creates vibrant and
fun fine jewelry. From their ombre hues to perfectly match
gemstones, each piece is full
of life. I am completely living
for these Australian opal
cabochon prong set inside
outside hoops set in 14K
yellow gold. MSRP $6,350.
413.256.8404

Drawn to creating jewelry after a life changing moment,
Philadelphia native Joie DiGiovanni
started designing in 2012. Inspired
by the natural beauty of baroque
pearls and gemstones, Joie defined
her jewelry style by blending these
two elements together. The earthy
mix created an elegant bohemian
vibe making the collection versatile.
Labradorite single baroque pearl
gemstone necklace on a gold filled
chain. MSRP $350. 215.987.5660

30” chain. MSRP $238-258. 203.956.0705
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A Guide to Worker’s Compensation Insurance
By Melissa Becker

As an employer, you are legally required to provide
a safe workplace. With the exception of Texas, all
states mandate employers with more than a few
employees to purchase workers compensation
insurance to help meet that obligation.
Did you know that most states consider an uninsured
contractor or subcontractor as your employee?
“It’s a fact,” cautions Chip Dowd, President of
Berkley Asset Protection. “Your business could be
liable for an injury sustained by a contractor who is
working for you.”
Of course, creating a culture that prioritizes your
employees’ health and safety is a sound business
practice. Let’s look at what this insurance provides
and how to select the best policy and insurance
provider for your business.
Workers compensation insurance
serves two purposes:

1. P
 ays for medical care and lost wages that result
from an employee’s work-related injury
2. P
 rotects your business from lawsuits by
employees injured while working
The benefits are available regardless of who was
at fault.
While state statutes dictate some aspects of the
insurance program – the benefits an employee
is entitled, what injuries are covered, who can
provide the insurance – there are some important
differences to consider when selecting an insurer.

Look for an insurer that provides:
• loss prevention resources to help you safeguard your employees and
control your costs
• assistance in a loss, including filing the appropriate state insurance
report, assuring your employee receives prompt and appropriate
medical care, and supporting the return-to-work process
• easy and prompt handling of questions and claims
“Also consider a work comp dividend plan, such as the one offered by
Berkley Asset Protection, which pays participating jewelers a premium
rebate,” Dowd suggested. While the company’s standard workers
compensation plan and its Safety Group & Dividend Plan offer loss
prevention resources and exceptional claims management, its Safety
Group & Dividend Plan also pays participating jewelers a percent of their
premium based on the group’s loss ratio.
“In 2020, we paid an 8% dividend,” Dowd said. “The previous year, it was
29%. The plan will pay up to 35% of each participating jeweler’s premium,
based on the group’s annual loss experience. This is a competitive feature
that business owners often forget to ask about when looking at worker’s
compensation programs.”
Here are tips to find the best coverage and plan for your company:
1. CONSIDER YOUR STATE REQUIREMENTS:
Policies vary from state to state; it is important to consult with your
insurance agent or broker regarding your state’s mandates.
2. CONSIDER THE BENEFITS
What benefits does the insurer offer to help you safeguard your
employees? How does this program give back to your business?
3. EXPERTISE
What expertise in workers compensation does the insurer provide,
including claims management and return-to-work support.
4. UNDERSTAND YOUR COVERAGE
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underwriting ranging from traditional to bespoke fine art risks for both commercial entities
and private collectors. Our team is made up of highly
respected professionals, well-known
BerkleyAssetPro.com/insurance-workers-compensation.
within the industry, who have cultivated long-standing relationships with clients and
qualified brokers.
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By Gloria Maccaroni

BACK TO BUSINESS - BACK TO BASICS -

BACK TO THE

At the time of this writing – there were reports both positive and negative about how jewelry fits into the consumers’ plans
for purchase post COVID 19. Some reports showed consumers’ pent up demand and postponed gift giving would result in
strong jewelry sales – other reports indicated consumers would forgo jewelry purchases entirely.

What we do know is that fine jewelry has always played an important role in gift giving:
• For centuries jewelry has played an important role in marking significant occasions.
• Precious metal jewelry is an heirloom, a keepsake that is passed down from one generation to the next.
• From graduations, promotions, weddings, and first births, there are plenty of reasons to treat yourself to
or to give to your special someone with a beautiful piece of jewelry that will be cherished for a lifetime.
• The purchase of jewelry is an emotional one instead of a purposeful one.
• Whether you prefer bold statement pieces or delicate styles, jewelry is the perfect way to express yourself.
• Precious metal jewelry remains timeless and always in style unlike other accessories.

BACK TO BUSINESS:
We know that the days of simply showing up, unlocking the door and turning on the store sign to “We’re Open” are long gone.
What we also know is that most reports and surveys indicate that consumers will be looking to buy from their local community
stores. Whether that be online or inside the store, all indications are that people feel more comfortable “shopping” locally.
So, as you get back to business, you need to think of putting yourself and your business out there in new ways. You may need to
kick start your business with those customers who have not yet ventured out to shop. You should also think about reaching out to a
new customer base, people in your shopping area, because it is expected that people will feel more comfortable shopping locally
to reduce contact with larger crowds and confined spaces. Some potential customers may have recently discovered your website
but have never visited your store or have yet to make a purchase so here are some ways to get “back to business”
20
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10 WAYS TO GET BACK TO BUSINESS
01

REACH OUT TO YOUR CORE CUSTOMER
You may have opened up 2 months ago or might have never closed your doors but keep in mind that your
customers might not know that. Reach out in whatever way you can and tell them that you are open for
business and can offer a safe environment for shopping whether it be instore or online.

DISCOVER WHERE YOUR CUSTOMER “LIVES”

02

With your target customers in mind, “identify those places where they are likely to be found (media,
online, offline, mail, etc.), and then create unique messages for them,” says Jeff Motter, CEO and chief
marketing officer of East Bay Marketing Group.
Where you look for customers will depend on the nature of your business. Do you get many inquires
online, are most of your customers walk-ins, do you get phone or email inquiries? Determine how
your customer learns about local news. What media do they read? How often they like to receive
information. Once you’ve narrowed down which marketing media will provide you with the most reach
and influence, focus on those. Your outreach and social content will only be effective when the right
people see the information, posts, and shares.

CREATE YOUR UNIQUE MESSAGE

03

Now is the time more than ever to share what you know and what you do ! Have you ever heard an
author speak about her book or watched a behind the scenes concert tour video? After that, did you
enjoy the artist’s work more, especially after seeing all that went into it?
• Share things that your business does well. If you do customized design work, restring pearls, repair
watches, share that information.
• Keep in mind that not all jewelers offer these services.
• Focus on the unique collections, designers, and assortments that you offer.
• Find ways to differentiate your business and communicate “your” story.
• Create short videos to post on your web site and social media or to show in a small video player. You will
be surprised how people will respond when they get to “see” a design in progress or the latest collection.

04
05

SAY THANK YOU
Yes, say thank you to your customers for sticking with you during these trying times. Offer a free jewelry
cleaning or watch battery. Tell them you missed them and you are back to business in a safe environment and you
have some great new styles to show them for those postponed gifts and deserving self-rewards.

TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOUR STAFF
We are all in this together, but your staff might be going through some personal issues and might be
concerned for their safely and health. Be considerate to them and encourage them to suggest ideas of what
they can do to help.

THE
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HOLD A VIRTUAL EVENT

06

Getting to know your customer is a great way to make and keep new clients. Create virtual events that relate
to your target market. We know how successful and informative the array of jewelry trade webinars have
been so why not use that same medium to attract and entertain your customers ?
• Create a virtual trunk show using zoom or skype. Many designers, like Martha Seely, can offer a “behind
the scenes” stories of their designs.
• What fun it could be to offer a group of friends their own virtual program. People are looking for things to
do. Offer a cleaning cloth or an “enter to win” piece of jewelry for all attendees.
• Create a special hashtag for your event and hold a social media contest to involve the customers in your
online marketing. Encourage your staff to spread the word.

07

THERE’S NOTHING BETTER THAN KNOWLEDGE
There still may be down time and some staff working from home - suggest that your staff log on to at
least jewelry webinar a week. All of the webinars offered by trade associations and trade publications
are archived and are still available online. Your staff can brush up their skills and sell with more
confidence and knowledge on everything from diamonds to display.

BE CHARITABLE
We know how the pandemic has affected everyone from front line workers to those who have lost their jobs.

08

• Consider having a basket for nonperishable food donations to give to the local food pantry or offering
a gift to a front-line worker.
• Offer customers the opportunity to submit a name of someone deserving and pull a few names at
random. Rembrandt charms offers Covid-19 keepsake charms that would be wonderful memento of
these unprecedented times.
• Be sure to post the “thank you” event on your website and on social media.

09

LEAVE A MESSAGE
During these past months everyone has survived via their phones and computers. We received hundreds
of emails and texts but remember there is nothing like a phone call.

DON’T ASSUME
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• Talk to your customers – ask them for feedback. Ask them what you can do to better serve their needs.
If you see a trend in what’s being asked, act on it.
• Maybe customers are looking for lower price points or more silver styles. Maybe they would like to
know more about design services that you offer. Now’s the time to embrace your customers and better
understand how you can serve them.
• Many times, online businesses ask about the transaction or recent purchase. Why not begin to always ask
“how can we better serve you” and build lifelong customer base.

The Jewelry Business Magazine

Getting back to business means refreshing your stock and possibly offering new collections. With the absence of trade
shows and sales rep visits it may have been a challenge to find what you need. The next pages provide options in silver
whether it be classics or unique designs. Here you can find collections that will enhance your assortment and set you
apart from other retailers.

Let silver help you get back to businessAccording to the 2019 Retailer Survey conducted by InStore for the Silver Promotion Service:
• The age group buying the most silver jewelry is 20-40 according to 63% of the retailers.
• 41% of retailers said the best-selling opportunities for silver is the self-purchasing female.
• Silver offers the best inventory turn and margins over gold, diamond, and platinum jewelry.

Kelim Falling Leaves Necklace
925 Sterling Silver MSRP $350
kelimjewelry.com
301.448.7367

“Kelim means the warmth of something handmade” – Meral Sartekin, Designer and Co-Founder of Kelim Jewelry Design.
Kelim Jewelry Design has been redefining contemporary jewelry for over 25 years in Europe. Here in the US for over 18
years, Kelim has over 800 designs which makes it very easy for each store to curate a unique collection. With an eye for
pure, clean design elements, Kelim’s collection of handcrafted sterling silver is feminine and timeless.
Kelim offers:
• Mini catalogs and a brand in case sign

• Minimum opening order is $1,500

Keith Jack Sterling Silver with White + Chocolate Cubic Zirconia
MSRP $289
Keithjack.com 604.971.4367
Inspired by the ancient Celts and the wild beauty of his Scottish homeland, Keith Jack’s jewelry designs
offer a modern spin on traditional Celtic motifs. Each collection is crafted to carry special meaning.
For example, the popular to the Soul collection reminds us “to nourish our souls with an open heart and
mind”. The deeper meaning behind each piece is what elevates the jewelry from simple adornment to
a talisman for its wearer.
This award-winning jewelry is handcrafted in sterling silver, and many pieces are finished with solid 10k or 18k gold
accents, precious gemstones, and other artisanal techniques. Like the legends that inspired them, these high-quality
pieces will stand the test of time, being passed on by generations as treasured family heirlooms.
Keith Jack:
• Each piece of jewelry comes with a story card which explains its unique symbolism/story.
• All pieces also come in custom, display boxes with branded polishing cloths.
• Opening order minimum is $4,000.
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Michou has been producing elegant handmade jewelry in a private
factory in Bali for 30 years. Traditional art forms like granulation and
filigree are incorporated into the collections made of sterling silver
accented with genuine gemstones and 22K gold vermeil. Michou
has a limited distribution policy that supports their retail partners.
Their “one of a kind” series, created in color palettes, that accents
the core collections has shown strong results. Creating a synergistic
relationship with their retail partners Michou provides support and
assistance in building the brand with their retail partners.
Michou Offers:

Michou Silver + Gold Bracelet with
Garnet, Amethyst+ Lolite MSRP $684
michoujewelry.com 530. 525.3320

• A unique marketing approach which includes a virtual program
highlighting one of a kind items as well as “Meet the Designer”
events.
• Michou offers point of sale displays as well as marketing materials
that include duratrans and window cling options.
• Suggested opening order is $5000

Kir Collection Sterling Logo Station Necklace
(lengths available 18”– 82”) MSRP $250-935
kircollection.com 303.530.1268

KIR Collection offers an exquisite designer jewelry brand that inspires wearers to be confidently
beautiful. The price point is accessible, generating turn and margins. KIR makes selling easy by
managing marketing and merchandising with your direction on what works - from your Showcase
to Social Media to Print to Large Format. We train your staff in person and offer jewelry credit
incentive. Beautiful display and point of sale materials are provided.
Kir Offers: :
• Showcase Displays to Social Media support
• In person staff training
• A 1-year warranty from time the end customer makes a purchase

Scandinavian Simplicity
Two Tone Silver Ring
MSRP $176

Sterling Silver in the fine jewelry category by JORYEL VERA. A
prolific collection from basic to the elegance of simplicity and just
artistic enough. Fine craftsmanship with special cut gemstones.
The silver is tarnish resistant with rhodium plating and many items
are accented with 2-3 microns of 14 kt. gold plating. All items can
be made without the gold accents, but the gold accents are part
of their signature look.
Joryel Vera:

joryelverawholesale.com
561.508.2945
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• Offers displays and other sales aids.
• Opening Order: $1,000 - $3,500, depending what design group
you select.

Southwestern artist, Lilly Barrack, has been designing hand-made one of a
kind sterling silver jewelry for over three decades. Inspired by her experiences
traveling the world, she has created a beautiful unique style of jewelry that
everyone enjoys! Lilly Barrack’s one of a kind unique designs stand out to
retailers who want something different and timeless. Each piece is handmade
out of solid sterling silver and natural gemstones offering high quality pieces
at an amazing price. Retailer customers will come back over and over again to
add to their Lilly Barrack collection.
Lilly Barrack
Lilly Barrack Sterling Aquamarine
Herkimer Diamond Ring MSRP $299
Lillybarrack.com

505-710-6988

• Encourages customers to order at least one full color collection to show an
array of designs
• A full collection is recommended as it presents better and therefore sells better.
• Does not have an opening order minimum.

Martha Seely jewelry is designed with a contemporary sensibility
inspired by our incredible universe. Martha’s jewelry is flawlessly
executed by jewelry artisans, using recycled metals and magnificent,
ethically mined jewels from around the world. Using the oldest
traditions of jewelry making combined with the newest technology
- resulting in chic jewelry that does not follow trends but sets them.
When you purchase a selection of jewelry from Martha Seely, you will
receive additional pieces on memo.
Martha Seely Sterling ,
London Blue Topaz +
Sapphires MSRP $1,155
marthaseely.com
617.899.2162

Martha Seely provides:
• A logo block, high res photos to be used for marketing purposes
and printed post cards to share with your customers and short
videos for posting on social media & the retailer’s website
• Martha Seely is available for trunk shows throughout the year.
• Minimum order: varies, if an order is placed right now, there is a
10% discount.( this is a onetime only discount)

Bella Cavo is the Industry’s largest collection of flexible sterling silver
bracelets and rings and one of the hottest selling brands in the country.
The collection is beautifully made, features Italian-inspired designs, and
is attractively priced with retails from $39.95 to $299.95. And it’s even
guaranteed for a lifetime. Bella Cavo understands that you’ve been going
through during these challenging times so, to try and make it a little easier
for you they have created great new product packages of best sellers along
some very helpful dating programs to help take some pressure off. Special
dating on eligible packages and retailer levels.

Bella Cavo Flexible Sterling Bracelet
with Simulated Diamond Barrel
MSRP $79.95
kellywaters.com 800 647. 7017

Bella Cavo:
• Offers visually beautiful and easy to use displays.
• They provide a variety of images for use for posters, counter cards and duratrans
•T
 here are no opening order minimums
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PiYaRo is the jewelry of love for you and the ones you love. It was
designed with your customer’s comfort and desires in mind. It is
not only smooth and comfortable to wear but feels weighty and
substantial, as jewelry should be! PiYaRo is hand-crafted jewelry
with machine set H-color VS natural mined diamonds precision set
in sterling silver with solid 14K accents. Winner of several awards
including the JCK’s 2020 Jeweler’s Choice Award and Instore
Magazine’s Retailers Choice award 2020, PiYaRo is quickly becoming
a bestseller in every store it is sold. PiYaRo prides itself on the quality
of their pieces. Quality is their signature.

PiYaRo Silver, 24k Gold &
.25ct Diamond Earrings
MSRP $1199
piyaro.com 888.427.8886

• Offers state of the art instore displays , instore flyers, events &
trunk shows
• Offers a guaranteed sales program and dollar for dollar stock
balancing.
• PiYaRo has a minimum opening order of $6000.

Hope Faith Miracles is a new line to the retail jewelry store yet
has 19K Facebook followers and is very well known to the female
jewelry purchaser. An affordable High Fashion Designer line
average retail, triple key, of $100. Made of high-quality sterling
silver with AAA quality cubic zirconia.
Hope Faith Miracles:
• Each item is shipped with exclusive gift box and “Believe” Card.
Hope Faith Miracles Sterling
Beaded Edge Camelot Ring MSRP $79

• If interested a full 5 foot incase display can be included with
$5000 order
• Minimum opening order is 1 piece

hopefaithmiracles.com 843.298.0764

Phillip Gavriel creates beautiful designer fine jewelry for today’s
modern lifestyle. His timeless yet modern pieces range in styling for
every lifestyle at price points between $100 - $4,000. Phillip Gavriel
always uses high-quality materials, only precious metals, and natural
gemstones and diamonds. His third-generation lineage in the world
of jewelry combined with his training in the jewelry capitals of Italy
have perpetuated his passion for creating the pieces he does today.
Phillip Gavriel:
Phillip Gavriel Sterling Silver Nuova Popcorn
Bracelet in London Blue Topaz
MSRP $350
phillipgavriel.com 800.622.0960
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• Customers with a program buy-in will receive the brand’s new
lux velvety purple displays.
• All retailer partners of the brand will receive regular marketing
support in both print and digital form.
• No opening order minimum

EL Designs Sterling Secret
Heart Bracelet
MSRP $310
eldesigns.com
800-828-1122
As one of the premier sterling silver design houses in the country, E.L. Designs continues their commitments to: hand
forged designs, the highest quality craftmanship, quick turnaround time on orders, a lifetime warranty on craftsmanship and
materials. Using age-old techniques and only the finest metals and stones, the master jewelers are artists who consistently
carry out the E.L. Designs’ vision of the luxury sterling silver jewelry. The E.L. Designs tradition of form and function meeting
elegant style is 70 years old. An industry leader in creating high end ,luxury jewelry designs. Each piece is individually hand
forged by women, for women. All designs are created using handmade tools, and the highest quality metals and stones.
E.L. Designs Offers:
• Generous stock balancing
• Advertising Co-op Program
• Retailers who are interested in carrying E.L. Designs t contact at 800-828-1122 or info@eldesigns.com

French for “beautiful star”, Belle Étoile offers a jewel box full of looks, styles, colors, and icons
for the everyday woman to shine like the beautiful star she is. With award-winning designs
and exceptional customer service, Belle Étoile adheres to the philosophy of combining
natural beauty and grace with the marriage of high-quality craftsmanship and outstanding
designs to give you the fun, beauty, and excellence that your customers will love.
Belle Étoile offers an extensive range of fast-selling, exquisite sterling silver designs, while
playing with unique materials such as Italian Enamel, Italian Rubber, Seashell Pearl, Color
Stone, and Italian Resin. All designs are made of rhodium-plated, hypoallergenic sterling
silver, with some styles featuring 18K rose gold vermeil or 24K yellow gold vermeil.

Belle Etoile Sterling Fleur de
Lace Bangle MSRP $595
belleetoilejewelry.com
415.626.9223.

Belle Etoile offers:
• A full branded experience with an opening order, including display materials, designer
pouches and boxes, in-store signage, and a marketing package to help you effectively
launch the line.
• Minimum Opening order: Offers different packages and opening order amounts to
fit your needs.

Frederic Duclos Sterling Silver Textured
Window Frames Necklace $349 Silver
fredericduclos.com 714.898.3636
Frederic Duclos is an award-winning Franco-California designer of contemporary sterling silver jewelry.
This family owned design studio was created under the guidance of Karen and Frederic Duclos in 1984 and
is celebrating its 36th anniversary this year. Beyond the multiple design awards that Frederic has received,
his collection has been voted among the top best-selling brand for independent jewelers over 10 years in
a row. The studios in Italy that produce the creations are family owned and adhere to Frederic Duclos strictest
quality specifications as well as utmost attention to artistry and hand finishes .Proud members of the JVC and
AGTA and assure transparency in the fine materials and quality used to make all of the Frederic Duclos creations.
Frederic Duclos offers:
• Branded incase displays, distinctive packaging & standing tower showcases.
• Order minimum: $2000 please visit the website at www.fredericduclos.com or email Karen at Karen@fredericduclos.com
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Award-winning master designer and founder, Samuel Behnam
brings more than thirty years of art and jewelry experience to The
Samuel B. Collection. Samuel blends traditional Balinese and Thai
craftsmanship with contemporary style so that every jewel represents
an innovation in jewelry design. Samuel and his wife Neda are
committed to design integrity and leaving as small a carbon
footprint as possible. The Samuel B. Collection is a responsible and
responsive company—their superior level of artistry, the utmost care
they take in creating their jewelry, and maintenance program that
supports a lifetime of enjoyment are unsurpassed at every level.

Samuel B’s Sterling + Gemstone
Bracelets MSRP $729 ea.
SAMUELB.COM
1.855.SAMUELB

Samuel B offers:
• Bestselling styles & amazing support plus guaranteed sales
program at no risk to retailer.
• POS materials, advertising, Co-Op , trunk shows, customized
displays & online support.
• Minimum opening order is $3000

Lika Behar’s Oxidized Hammered
Sterling Inversion Yin + Yang
Open Cuff MSRP $660
LikaBehar.com 201.933.7200

The Lika Behar Collection brings a New York City sophistication and elegance to the ancient craft of handmade jewelry.
Our classic combination of sterling silver, 24 karat gold, and luminous gemstones reconcile ancient history with the sensibility
of the modern world. Receiving numerous design & buyers choice awards , Lika Behar is a unique & desirable collection.
• The collection is handmade, attainable, and collectable wearable art for the modern woman.
• No opening order minimum

Piazza Di Spagna Sterling
Silver White CZ Cavour Ring
MSRP $215

Benvenuto to Piazza Di Spagna, Royal Chain’s newest fine jewelry collection.
Inspired by Italy’s magnificent beauty, this collection is entirely crafted in Italy using
traditional methods and only Sterling Silver and cubic zirconia. Discover its splendor and the amazing price points.
• Marketing collateral will be provided for this collection, including social media images, web banners, website products,
and a printed brochure.
• No opening order minimum
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Adel Chefridi Sterling Silver,
18k Yellow Gold, & Diamond
Earrings MSRP $ 965
chefridi.com
845. 684.5185

Adel Chefridi’ s sterling silver and harmony lines offer a great
price point for your customer. The designs resonate with the
heart and say things that words fail to express. Designed and
made with the utmost attention to quality and detail. Adel
Chefridi always stands behind their work.
Adel Chefridi:
•O
 ffers print materials and will work to collaborate on a
display and marketing plan that best suits your store and
our designs.
• 12 piece minimum for the Silver Collection

Gabriel & Co. is a New York City-based jewelry design house which was
founded in 1989 by brothers Jack and Dominick Gabriel. The story of
Gabriel & Co. is one of passion, integrity, service, and trust. Gabriel & Co
creates beautifully unique and distinctive pieces that are designed to
reflect the true beauty that is unique in all of us. Each piece is passionately
designed and created as a crafted personal experience. By infusing
human passion into natural elements, Gabriel & Co creates jewelry that
enhances and celebrates beauty and personal achievements. Individually
numbered, each piece is as unique as the woman who wears it.
Gabriel & Co:
Gabriel & Co Souviens Collection
Sterling Silver Rock Crystal and
Turquoise Split Bangle MSRP $265
gabrielny.com

• Provide digital and print creative assets to use for marketing in posts
and showcase displays.
• Also provide Silver collection video and training videos.
• Starting minimum order of $7,000 which provides good representation
of the silver line for one full showcase.

Alex Woo Sterling Silver Sunflower MSRP $148
alexwoo.com 212-226-5533

Alex Woo’s Little Icons™ stand for your stories – who you are, what you’ve done, where you’ve been –
with an infinite number of meanings for each design. All lovingly made in New York, Alex Woo creates
treasures that reflect life through design. All pieces are made to order, and hand finished in the
New York City studio, no two charms are alike. LITTLE ICONS™ are solid three-dimensional sterling
silver and gold sculpture charms accented with a signature shiny beveled edge. Each design glides
on a faceted diamond cut ball chain with a lobster clasp. These charms are designed to celebrate
your own special moments and tell a story that is unique to you.
Alex Woo:
• Designs are created using sustainable and ethically sourced precious materials and full-cut diamonds
• Opening order minimum: $8,000
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Petrichor’s Sterling Silver + Bronze Viking
Axe Pendant MSRP $215
keithjack.com 604.971.4367

Petrichor is jewelry for those with the heart of an ancient warrior. This bold new unisex collection,
from award-winning designer Keith Jack, features new pieces as well as some of his bestselling
Celtic and Norse talismans reimagined for those who aren’t afraid to make a statement. Each piece
is handcrafted in extra heavy weight sterling silver, and many pieces are finished with bronze accents.
Distressed finishing techniques create the feeling of an artifact pulled straight from the time of
legends and heroes.
Petrichor:
• Each piece of jewelry comes with a story card which explains its unique symbolism/story, as well as a write up about the designer.
• All pieces also come in custom, display boxes with branded polishing cloths.
•Additional POS, including display units, posters, and take-away cards, as well as print admats and digital advertising materials
are also available upon request.
• Opening order minimum is $3,500.

Rembrandt Charms Life Takes A Charming Direction
Bracelet in Sterling Silver. MSRP $487

Rembrandt Charms is a family owned company that has designed and manufactured charms and charm bracelets for over 50
years. Only Rembrandt Charms offers thousands of charms in such a wide range of precious metals, including Sterling Silver,
Gold Plate, 10 and 14 Karat Yellow Gold, and 14 Karat White Gold. All Rembrandt Charms merchandise is manufactured in
the United States or Canada, and is covered by a Lifetime Warranty, reflecting the craftsmanship, dedication, and commitment
of their entire staff.
Rembrandt offers:
• The Business Building Charm Program which enables Retail Jewelers , to save valuable time, increase sales and easily
develop new and repeat business
• A complete selection of digital and print marketing materials are available, including counter cards, posters, mini catalogs for
consumers and social media graphics.
• Charm displays that generate $4,500-$7,500 in sales per sq. ft. Displays contain the best-selling charms by region, leading
to impulse. Complete selection of inventory-controlled displays available.
• No opening order minimum.

Gloria Maccaroni
Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry in
major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com
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Anti-Money Laundering Program:
What Jewelers Should Know
There are a lot of things you need to focus on right now as
you begin to re-open and keep your jewelry business successful.
Jewelers specifically need to be cognizant of Anti-Money Laundering
(AML) laws. Complying with these laws can be tricky for jewelers,
but one thing is for sure: if you don’t, you could face serious
penalties. If you’re not familiar with the laws, who needs to comply
with them, how to comply, and what could happen if you’re not
compliant, there is no better time to learn than now.

By Larry Spicer, Vice President, Loss Prevention and Risk

Learning isn’t the only thing you need to do, though — Anti-Money Laundering compliance for jewelers is required and needs to
be reviewed on an annual basis.

What are Anti-Money Laundering laws?

What happens if jewelry businesses are not compliant?

The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) defines
money laundering as the process of making illegally gained
proceeds appear legal.

Generally, non-compliance would be uncovered during an IRS
audit. Regulators could enact two different types of penalties
for non-compliance.

To prevent “dirty money” attempting to be made “clean,”
Anti-Money Laundering laws were initiated in the United States
beginning with the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970.These laws have
not changed, but their scope has been broadened. Amendments
made by the USA PATRIOT Act in 2001 include jewelers as part
of the financial system because of the substantial value gems,
jewelry, and precious metals carry. The regulations cover certain
goods, including precious metal, precious gems and jewels, and
jewelry made from those for which 50% of the value is derived
from the precious metal/gems/jewels (“covered goods”).

1) A
 civil penalty with a fine up to $250,000 or up to two times
the amount of the transaction, not to exceed $1,000,000.

Given the possibility that dirty money from illegal activities could
be converted to money that appears “clean” through trading
jewelry, there are no signs that these laws will be rolled back.

2) A criminal penalty with a fine up to $500,000 and a
maximum of 10 years in prison, or both.
Of course, formal investigations and legal proceedings
will be done before any charges are filed, but much like an
employment lawsuit, you may find it difficult to keep a positive
public image associated with your business during the process.
Remember, even if you are unknowingly used to launder
money, you can still be charged for being negligent.

How can jewelry businesses comply with AML laws?

Why is AML compliance for jewelers important?

If your business is not exempt, you are required to do the
following:

These laws are not necessarily in place because jewelers would
behave unethically if they weren’t instituted, but because of
the risk that criminals or terrorist organizations will target
unsuspecting businesses.

• Appoint a compliance officer to manage your AML program

These corrupt individuals and groups buy your legitimate
covered goods to unload their “dirty” money and then sell
or trade it to finance their unethical operations. Jewelers
already know how important it is to keep their merchandise
protected from fraud, but this has larger implications than
losing merchandise.

• Check customers and suppliers for risk factors

• Assess the risks your business faces
• Create a written, customized program
• Conduct ongoing employee training
• Appoint an independent tester to verify that your program
is current, appropriate, and effective
• Have your program tested annually
• File appropriate federal forms when needed
Continued to Pg 37
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HIT THE RESET BUTTON
The Coronavirus has been an invisible wave sweeping the planet,
transforming all 8 billion inhabitants, a catalyst and disruptor. Nature has
set the reset button. Now’s a perfect time for us to do that as well, to step back
and take stock of our goals, methodologies and procedures in this altered world.

FIVE TIPS FOR NAVIGATING THE NEW LANDSCAPE.
1.

By Mia Katrin

DECLUTTER YOUR LIFE.
Marie Kondo, the Japanese organizing consultant, advocates decluttering your life. Her KonMari method, based on
Shinto principles, involves going through all your possessions, one by one, and throwing out everything that does not
“spark joy” in your life. It’s a transformative process, one that forces you to evaluate what’s meaningful in your life.
You start by going through your house, office, and business, including closets and garages and throwing out or giving
away anything you do not need or use, old catalogs, records no longer needed, mementos, books, clothes, furniture,
appliances and tools. Decluttering is powerful and cathartic. We’re left with a cleaner, more organized environment—
and mental state. Applying her methods, we can also evaluate what we really want from life. Do we spend hours online
in ways that are not productive and could be cut down? Could we add habits, like taking a daily walk, or favoring
fresher, nutritious foods which would increase our energy and effectiveness?

2.

REACH OUT VIRTUALLY TO EXPAND YOUR INFLUENCE.
AGS Conclave and other conferences recently were held online. Facebook and Instagram are currently flooded with
live events from retailers, entrepreneurs and celebrities. Your customers spend lots of time online. Go where your
customers are and meet them there! See what other retailers are doing and get ideas. Check out all the different
platforms—Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn and YouTube. Try some live events, such as sales, auctions or live
demonstrations (make a ring) or celebrity host ( host a designer virtually). This is one Coronavirus reset that should be
maintained and developed.

3.

TIME MANAGEMENT. TIME IS PRECIOUS. USE IT WISELY.
Successful people use time wisely. Reset your time management skills.
Delegate. Multiply yourself. The more you can have others do, the more you can
accomplish. Systematize procedures, train others and supervise.
Mia Katrin

Avoid procrastination. Start with the difficult tasks you tend to avoid. Break the tasks
into smaller tasks and reward yourself after accomplishing each one. Do the most
difficult tasks when you are freshest and most mentally alert. For many people, this is
the first thing in the day. Others may get a second wind later in the day or evening
and be most productive then.
Take regular breaks. Every hour take break for a couple minutes. If you’re sitting, stand and
stretch, or take some deep breaths. You’ll you back to work invigorated and more effective.

MIA Katrin is an award-winning
jewelry designer and creative force
behind Jewel Couture LLC. A
leading industry voice on style and
design and frequently is an invited
speaker at trade events. Before
becoming a jewelry designer
MIA was a Philosophy Professor,
specializing in Aesthetics. Mia can
be reached at
info@jeweljewel.com.
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Continued from Pg 32

Anti-Money Laundering Program: What Jewelers Should Know
If that sounds like a lot, you’re right — thankfully, you don’t have to guess where
to start or go about creating your program without direction.
Jewelers Mutual Group teamed up with the Jewelers Vigilance Committee (JVC), the
industry’s legal compliance experts, to offer the JewelPAC™ program.JewelPAC™.
Some of the valuable features in the program include:
• Proprietary software that automatically creates customized documents required
of you
• Ability to administer employee education and training
• Automatic updates that help keep your program up to date
In addition to being required by federal law and to maintain a relationship with your
bank, a proven AML program also provides you peace of mind and pride with your
customers knowing you are at the pinnacle of business ethics.
The JewelPAC program helps ensure your supply
chain is free of problematic activity out of your
control that could harm your business.
To learn more, visit JewelersMutual.com/JewelPAC

4.

Larry Spicer

Vice President, Loss Prevention and Risk
Management Services, Jewelers Mutual® Group
Larry Spicer joined the leadership team of Jewelers
Mutual Group as the vice president of Loss
Prevention and Risk Management Services in 2019.
Larry has over 20 years’ experience as a security
professional, having held leadership positions
at Aurora Healthcare, Home Depot, and Kohl’s.
Most recently he was the Director, Public Safety at
Aurora Healthcare in Milwaukee, WI, responsible for
the development and implementation of security
strategies and procedures to safeguard over 70,000
team members.
Larry maintains Jewelers Mutual’s high level of loss
prevention excellence and puts commercial lines
policyholders first.

HELP YOURSELF AND HELP OTHERS.
The Nobel Laureate Muhammad Yunus in Building Social Business argues for a new model of capitalism, whose goal
is to create self-supporting, viable commercial enterprises that generate economic growth as they produce goods and
services to fulfill human needs. During the time of the Coronavirus we’ve seen an outpouring of humanitarian gestures
by businesses, from charitable donations to providing food and supplies, creating and maintaining jobs for employees
and developing new medicines and vaccines. People want to support businesses that support people.
Redefine your mission to include humanitarian values such as donating to charities, valuing your employees and using
socially responsible sourcing and you will profit in the new economy. It’s a win-win strategy.

5.

THINK AND WORK DEEPLY.
Think and work deeply. Cal Newport in Deep Work claims that our absorption in technology, including spending hours
a day in more superficial tasks like reading emails and surfing social media, has interfered with our ability for deep work,
to focus without distraction on a cognitively demanding task. This valuable skill is becoming increasingly rare, almost a
superpower, but necessary for extraordinary results. Einstein used “thought experiments” to stimulate the imagination,
resulting in some of the most profound breakthroughs in human knowledge such as his formula E=MC 2. You may not
need to revolutionize human knowledge, but by cultivating your ability to delve deeply in a non-distracted way into
demanding areas such as your business goals, strategies, marketing, inventory and staffing, you can hit the reset button
in a more profound and effective way.

We’re emerging into a post Coronavirus realm. By hitting the reset button, restructuring our lives and business, we can take
maximum advantage of the altered landscape and use it as a springboard for accelerated growth in this brave new world.
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THE BEST DIGITAL MARKETING

YOU WILL EVER_DO
By Jim Ackerman

Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest. Now Tik Tok, and who knows
what comes next. It won’t end soon; it may never end. Add-in
Google Ads, YouTube and whatever else. You can’t do them
all, and even if you could, most of it will NEVER pay off if you
continue to do any or all of them the way you are.
You see, almost all jewelers are using the social media and
almost all of them are doing it wrong. And in the process, they
doom themselves to spending all kinds of time and money for
very little, if any, return on their investment. It all gets chalked
up to that elusive word “branding” and regurgitation of the
old myth that, “If I’m out there enough, when people think of
jewelry, they’ll think of me.”
It doesn’t work that way. Not for the average independent
jeweler; not for chains of less than hundreds of stores in virtually
every geographic market; not even for big national brands like
Hearts On Fire or Gabriel. But there is a way to use the digital
media and have it pay off, both today and tomorrow. There
is a BEST DIGITAL MARKETING strategy… SELL STUFF! You
heard me right. Do far less informational posting and far more

straight-up selling. Prior to the Corona Crisis, a couple of my
clients started doing a weekly product offering via email and
Facebook. They featured 10-to-30 items in their weekly posts,
and they would sell anywhere from two to five items each week.
In addition, the offerings invariably brought them store traffic,
where the customer bought something other than what was
advertised in the digital marketing, but who acknowledged
specifically that the weekly offering had brought them in.
When the lockdown went into effect, another group of clients
took to Facebook Live selling events that looked similar to
what you see on QVC or the Home Shopping Network. Again,
20 or 30 items were offered in a 1-hour live Facebook Event,
and clients would do $3,500-to-$15,000 in on-the-spot sales.
One reached upwards of $40,000, adding up the on-the-spot
and post-event “drag” that happened either online or at the
store. Once the world began opening back up, these savvy
jewelers did not stop their events. Why would they? They had
discovered a new, economical and effective way to sell their
wares. Here are the positive effects of implementing the “sell
stuff” digital philosophy.

You will actually generate revenue, directly attributable to your digital marketing efforts.
You’ll be able to see, calculate and evaluate an actual cause and effect; a Return On Investment (ROI).

You will train your customers that you have good offers and you expect them to buy.

You will virtually ELIMINATE opt-outs from your list or social accounts. People love compelling
bargains and whether they buy from your digital sales or not, they’ll be loathe to opt out for fear
they might miss something. Research proves this to be true.

You will build your brand. Again, whether they buy or not, your list and followers will come to
appreciate your offers, expect to hear from you, appreciate your promotions, reward you with their
loyalty, refer more frequently and buy more frequently from you themselves. You’ll go a long way
toward them considering you “their jeweler.”
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Because of all of the above,
your other marketing efforts are
likely to be more effective, both
digital and traditional. As effectiveness goes up,
cost of acquiring new transactions and customers goes down.
Revenue increases and profit percentages increase along with
actual profit dollars. Now there are some secrets for making this
work. You must make very compelling offers of the “I’d be cray
not to buy that now”.
Lead with your least expensive and work up to your most
expensive items. Most sales will fall between $20 and $200,
but you should include offerings of much greater price, as long
as they remain exceptional values. The higher priced items
tend to bring people in who wind up buying something else,
but whose tickets wind up being substantially higher as well.
Finally, make sure they feel a sense of urgency. Do this by
limiting the offers to a very short, defined period of time
(usually as long as 1 day, but as short as the live event itself.)
Your goal is to create a feeding frenzy, so limited supply and
short fuses are the order of the day. If you can, included a
mechanism for letting them know the supplies are running out,
all the better. Consider a bell every time a sale is made for
the live events; a countdown counter for the email or non-live
postings. Be consistent and give it a try for several attempts.
It may take a few times to warm up the audience, but come they
will and eventually, buy they will, and you’ll have a permanent
new way to sell.

Jim Ackerman
Jim Ackerman is known at The Marketing Coach
to the jewelry industry and has addressed jewelry
retailers at the nation’s biggest marketing
events, including JA New York, JCK, The Atlanta
Jewelry Show and others. Jim Ackerman also
provides jewelers with a strategic look at their
marketing, through his well-known Marketing
Fitness Check-up, which he is providing to Retail
Jeweler readers FREE (A $397.00 value). Go to
https://ekk89994.infusionsoft.com/app/form/mfc to initiate the process.
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“GIA is uniquely positioned to leverage AI and set a new bar in diamond grading standards,” said Tom
Moses, GIA executive vice president and chief laboratory and research officer. “IBM’s AI technology
combined with GIA’s expertise, extensive data and gemological research capabilities enables us to
deliver advancements in consistency, accuracy and speed unlike any other organization.”
The proprietary system, now in limited use in the Institute’s New York and Carlsbad laboratories will
dramatically expand the reach of GIA’s independent diamond grading reports. Initially concentrating on
the most popular diamond sizes, GIA will scale the AI system to bring accurate and efficient diamond
grading to more diamond sizes, shapes and qualities.
“Adding AI to our grading methodology reflects GIA’s commitment to protecting consumers in new
ways,” said Pritesh Patel, GIA’s senior vice president and chief operating officer, who leads the
Institute’s digital transformation effort. “We are proud to be the first to collaborate with IBM to bring
this innovative approach to the gem and jewelry industry, especially as we prepare to adapt to the
accelerated changes we know are coming. This is just the beginning.”
“This newest application of IBM Research’s AI technology for the diamond industry combines GIA’s
deep gemological knowledge and data with IBM’s leadership in AI innovation,” said Donna Dillenberger,
IBM Fellow, Enterprise Solutions at IBM Research. “This system has the ability to accurately and
consistently evaluate the overall effect of diamond clarity features like never before.”
Plans to expand the collaboration between GIA and IBM for future projects combining gemological
evaluation and AI are in development.

GIA and IBM Research Join Forces to Transform
Diamond Grading
GIA, the world’s leading independent diamond identification
and grading authority, and IBM Research, one of the world’s
largest and most influential corporate research labs, have
joined forces to develop an advanced artificial intelligence
system designed to revolutionize diamond clarity grading.
The GIA AI clarity system is built on the standards of GIA’s
universally recognized International Diamond Grading System™.
The AI is fueled by data from tens of millions of diamonds
examined by GIA’s expert diamond graders in the Institute’s
state-of-the-art grading laboratories around the world.
“GIA is uniquely positioned to leverage AI and set a new bar in
diamond grading standards,” said Tom Moses, GIA executive
vice president and chief laboratory and research officer. “IBM’s
AI technology combined with GIA’s expertise, extensive data
and gemological research capabilities enables us to deliver
advancements in consistency, accuracy and speed unlike any
other organization.”
The proprietary system, now in limited use in the Institute’s
New York and Carlsbad laboratories will dramatically expand
the reach of GIA’s independent diamond grading reports.
Initially concentrating on the most popular diamond sizes, GIA
will scale the AI system to bring accurate and efficient diamond
grading to more diamond sizes, shapes and qualities.
“Adding AI to our grading methodology reflects GIA’s
commitment to protecting consumers in new ways,” said
Pritesh Patel, GIA’s senior vice president and chief operating
officer, who leads the Institute’s digital transformation effort.
“We are proud to be the first to collaborate with IBM to bring
this innovative approach to the gem and jewelry industry,
especially as we prepare to adapt to the accelerated changes
we know are coming. This is just the beginning.”
“This newest application of IBM Research’s AI technology
for the diamond industry combines GIA’s deep gemological
knowledge and data with IBM’s leadership in AI innovation,”
said Donna Dillenberger, IBM Fellow, Enterprise Solutions at
IBM Research. “This system has the ability to accurately and
consistently evaluate the overall effect of diamond clarity
features like never before.”
Plans to expand the collaboration between GIA and IBM for
future projects combining gemological evaluation and AI are
in development.
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The left image, captured using GIA-developed hardware, trains IBM Research’s
artificial intelligence (AI) software to recognize inclusions and reflections. In the
right image, the AI system has correctly identified the clarity characteristics,
enabling the AI system to assign a clarity grade. © GIA

New Consumer Research Confirms Pent-Up
Demand for Jewelry
Study Indicates Strong Purchase Intention for Silver Jewelry
Silver Promotion Service (SPS) announced today the results
of a U.S. consumer research study showing pent-up demand
for jewelry, as well as intent to buy silver jewelry following the
COVID-19 pandemic and quarantine. The study was conducted
by research firm MVI Marketing.
Of the jewelry consumers surveyed, 64% indicated that they
still plan to purchase the jewelry gifts and self-rewards that
they needed or wanted during quarantine and 50% of those
intending to buy “just because” indicated that the jewelry
purchased would be silver.
The study focused on U.S. jewelry consumers mainly 25-40
years of age, with HHI above $50K for singles and above $75K
for couples, who have purchased fine jewelry valued over
$200 in the past two years. Highlights from the mid-June 2020
consumer survey include:
The study completed by 511 U.S. jewelry consumers confirmed
pent-up demand for fine jewelry buying, particularly for
respondents who were somewhat or very affected by COVID-19,
with a significant percentage of these consumers indicating that
they plan to purchase between 1 – 4 pieces of jewelry.
64% of the consumers surveyed indicated intent to purchase the
jewelry that they were unable to purchase during quarantine.
50% of those planning to buy fine jewelry “just because”
indicated intent to purchase silver jewelry.
Key characteristics when selecting silver jewelry were identified
by respondents as versatility, affordability, design and elegance.
There is a high likelihood of self-purchase for silver jewelry

indicated across a variety ofoccasions (just because, birthday,
self-love, etc.).
In commenting on the
research, SPS Director
Michael Barlerin said, “The
Silver Promotion Service was
pleased by the quantification
of pent-up demand for
jewelry purchases and
obviously by the emphasis
on silver jewelry. Perhaps the
survey reflected the ‘Silver
Lining’ for U.S. retailers as
our industry moves forward
during these complex times.”

with tapered spindle has emergency “Safety-Off” switch and
is vibration isolated for extra quiet operation.
•M
 agnifier/Debris Shield, 2X Magnification with LEDs.
• Debris

capture/intake inlet - 4.5”W x 1”H (114.3 x 25.4mm).
• Intelligent control panel to monitor filter usage as well as
bag-full indication
Call 203-366-5400 or visit www.gesswein.com.

Quatro CB-1 Single-Spindle Desktop Polisher
The CB-1 single spindle desktop polisher is unique in the
market because it provides both a HEPA filter and a sealable
filter bag in a compact, bench top unit.
The 1/2 HP, single speed, (3,450rpm), open, filtered Cool Blue
polishing motor is self-cooling, drawing air in on one side and
discharging it on the other. Accommodates up to a 6” buff
(shown but not included).
Easily inspect your work with the included 2X magnifier. This 7”
(17.74cm) diameter magnifier and debris shield has a separate
on/off switch to operate the LED lights. Installed on 13” (33cm)
long, fully adjustable swivel arm.
Keep your area clean with 2-stage filtration. Uses both sealable
cube-style filters, which can be sent to your refiner to reclaim
gold dust and a 99.97% effective HEPA filter.
Electrical: 120V, 12A. CFM: 100. Sound Level at Full Speed:
56 dBA. Dimensions (W x D x H): 14.5” x 18.5” x 10” (368 x
470 x 254mm).
Backed by a one-year manufacturer’s warranty. Made in
Canada.
Features:
• 2-stage filtration: Sealable cube-style bag, True 99.97%
HEPA filter.
• Convenience: Dust collector starts when you start the
polishing motor.
• Cool Blue open filtered polishing motor (1/2 HP, single speed)

Joryel Vera Fall – Winter Styles Debut
Designer Joryel Vera has
introduced their new fall –
winter sterling silver and
multi colored gemstone
collection. This necklace from
the collection has an MSRP
of $1,770.
For more information
call 561-508-2945 or visit
www.JoryelVeraWholesale.com

Jewelers’ Best Friend Sink Trap
Stop losing precious metal waste which equates to money
down your drain! Refining your precious metal waste has never
been easier with the help of the “Jewelers’ Best Friend” Sink
Trap. This device is designed to capture/recover ALL precious
metals from your waste water.
Note: Rinsing two spoons full of granulated chlorine powder
(available at pool supply stores) into your trap once per week
will help maintain sanitary trap conditions and minimize odor.
The system comes in 3 convenient sizes; 43-ounce, 64-ounce,
and 128-ounce. Each Jewelers’ Best Friend comes complete
with a pre-assembled main assembly with bottle and gasket,
as well as, 1 replacement bottle and O-ring gasket. Piping
to hook up under your sink is also included (8” (203mm) tail
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extension and 90-degree elbow extension). Made in the USA.
Call 203-366-5400 or visit www.gesswein.com.

new posts are added. The NAJAeducation Blog is just one of
the many benefits to students of the online Appraisal Studies
Course landing page:
• A clear outline of the NAJAeducation offerings, with oneclick access to enrollment
• Updates and access to our Continuing Education offerings,
as they become available
• Post announcements letting students know when updates to
the course have been made
• Information about NAJA membership and a link to the main
NAJA site

Michou Presents…
Michou‘s three new designs continue the designers flair of
capturing the essence of nature.
The classic energy wave pendant is crafted in sterling silver
with 22K gold vermeil accents. MSRP $330.
The sterling silver mother and cub pendant features 22K gold
vermeil with baby blue topaz and sky blue topaz. MSRP $234.
Michou’s new take on black and white in this one-of-a-kind
sterling silver pendant with green amethyst, hematite, white
quartz, rose de France, and white topaz. MSRP $695. For more
information call 530-525-3320.

National Association Of Jewelry Appraisers
Launches Blog Feature
The National Association of Jewelry Appraisers (NAJA) invites
jewelers, gemologists and appraisers to sign in to receive
timely information and current changes to IRS, USPAP, FTC and
other helpful how-to articles by education leaders of NAJA.
NAJA’s Chair of Education, Deborah J. Finleon, GIA GG,
Certified Master Appraiser is “very excited about this addition
to landing page for the online NAJA Appraisal Studies Course.”
Access to NAJA’s education blog is free to anyone interested
in appraisal-related alerts by going to https://www.naja-asc.
com/blog. In addition, you can subscribe to be notified when
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Access to student’s course portal
The National Association of Jewelry Appraisers is the largest
membership association specializing exclusively in gem and
jewelry appraising and related appraisal issues. NAJA offers
education and networking opportunities with knowledgeable
appraisal professionals. For further information and interviews,
please contact Gail Brett Levine, GIA GG, Executive Director.
The National Association of Jewelry Appraisers, P. O. Box 18,
Rego Park, NY 11374, 718-896-1536, naja.appraisers@netzero.
net, www.NAJAappraisers.com

GCAL Launches New Podcast Series – First up:
Stuller Execs
GCAL announced the launch of their brand-new Podcast series:
Diamond Profile®. “With each upcoming episode, GCAL will
bring to the industry real-time information from respected industry
experts,” said founder and company president Don Palmieri.
Angelo Palmieri, COO of GCAL, continued: “We’ve gotten
tremendous response from our Monday emails that began
several months ago, initially conceived as a result of the Covid
crisis. The next logical progression was a podcast.” Angelo
further explained: “It was obvious in the unprecedented
times we’re experiencing, no one individual or company has
all the answers. In trying to figure out how to navigate these
challenging times, GCAL will be reaching out so our industry
can experience the power of sharing information. And, we are
honored to have Harold Dupuy and Carl Lehnhardt of Stuller
for our premier broadcast interview.”
Harold Dupuy is Vice President of Strategic Analysis for Stuller.
A Fellow of the Gemological Association of Great Britain,
a Graduate Gemologist (GIA), and a Master Gemologist
Appraiser (ASA), at Stuller, he draws on a diverse background
to analyze, anticipate, and act on shifting currents in the
international jewelry market.

Carl Lehnhardt is Senior Diamond Buyer for Stuller. In his 15
1/2 years with the company, he has travelled over one million
miles (all with a single airline). He circumnavigated the globe
5 times, forging relationships as close to the source as he
possibly could.
In this first episode, Dupuy and Lehnhardt share invaluable
insights and experience:
Adapting to Coronavirus....They discussed the need to
•
retrofit the Stuller facility to comply with requirements.
• Retail Trends...”We had no idea it would return in the manner
that it did”
• Diamonds...”Rounds have been king, but Ovals are ready to
take the king’s head off”
• Lab Grown vs Natural...”We saw surprising growth in natural,
but more and more people are okay with lab grown”
On the DPA’s (Diamond Producers Associann) name change
to the Natural Diamond Council...“It signaled a shift from
Hatfields & McCoys trying to denigrate the other product. Let
the rising tide lift all boats. It’s a consumer choice, that will put
some wind in the sails of lab grown”
• India...”They got hit 6 weeks later, and are far from peaking”
• Gemstones...”We saw no major shifts, with precious stones
still representing one-third of the market”
• Jewelry...”Halos are still dominant, solitaires remain strong,
and stackables are a staple”
• Stuller Tools to help with the new normal...Stuller Showcase®,
ever&ever®, 302®, and Gemvision®.
Future podcasts will feature interviews with leaders of our
industry, running the gamut from retail chains and independents
to online retailers. From manufacturers and wholesalers to
media and marketing executives. For more information about
our current Stuller podcast, or our lineup of future interviews,
please contact Steve Feldman at 212-869-8985… stevef@
gcalusa.com. You can also contact Steve with any GCAL
questions regarding certifications or our many other available
products and services.

Jewelers Mutual Named To Ward’s Top 50
Jewelers Mutual has been named to the 2020 list of Ward’s
50® top performing insurance companies, marking the 10th
consecutive year for this recognition. The award recognizes
outstanding financial results in the areas of safety, consistency,
and performance over a five-year period from 2015-19.

“Being among those recognized to Ward’s 50® list is an honor,”
said Scott Murphy, Jewelers Mutual president and CEO. “Our
team at Jewelers Mutual has and will continue to be focused on
our customers and providing solutions to their insurance needs.”
The list of Ward’s 50® top performing insurance companies was
released on July 17 by Ward Group, an Aon Hewitt company and the
leading provider of operational and compensation benchmarking
and best practices services for insurance companies.
To develop its annual list of the top 50 performing insurance
companies, Ward Group analyzes the financial performance of
nearly 2,900 property-casualty insurance companies domiciled
in the United States and identifies the top performers. Each
company has passed all safety and consistency screens and
achieved superior performance over the five years analyzed.
A complete list of the 2020 Ward’s 50® companies for propertycasualty is located at WardInc.com.

Stuller Revamps 302® Fine Jewelry Brand
Stuller is excited to announce the revamp of its 302 Fine
Jewelry brand. The program, created primarily by women and
for women, is how jewelers can inspire self-purchasing women
to wear and share their story with the world.
“For the last few months, our team has worked hard to bring
a refreshed look to the 302 brand” says Emily Graffagnino,
senior director of fine jewelry. “From new curated collections
to the launch of the 302 website and social media channels,
we believe jewelers can be even more successful with this
program now.”
The revamped brand also offers jewelers several new program
benefits such as
• 302FineJewelry.com - This consumer website features the
seven collections and allows consumers to locate nearby 302
Fine Jewelry retailers.
•
Marketing Support - Receive robust marketing support
through Stuller’s Marketing Assets Library, which includes
a monthly newsletter, beautiful photography, and expertly
crafted social media posts.
•
Easy-to-Sell Styles - Our team has done the research to
ensure 302 Fine Jewelry contains only relevant, on-trend
styles. These designs are proven, long-term sellers — never
fast fashion.
“The 302 collection is designed to reflect all the market
trends that we’ve seen out there,” says Graffagnino. “And the
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affordable, on-trend styles in these collections are the mementos
women wear to signify who they are, where they’re going, and
what they’ve done. Through 302 Fine Jewelry, we hope that
every jeweler can help their customer wear their story.”
To learn more about 302® Fine Jewelry visit, www.Stuller.
com/302FineJewelry and to explore the new website visit,
www.302FineJewelry.com.

WJA Announces 2020 WJA-Gabriel Love
Foundation Student Scholarship
The WJA awarded Zulaikha Aziz the WJA-Gabriel Love
Foundation Student Scholarship. The scholarship is a $5,000
award given annually to a deserving female student enrolled in
design or non-design courses through a jewelry or metalsmithing
program at an accredited college, university, or training school.
Zulaikha Aziz is a human rights attorney focused on women’s
rights and access to justice globally. She is the founder of
MAZAHRI, a purpose-driven fine jewelry company founded on
the principle that business should be an important force for
good in the world, and that jewelry can empower and celebrate
the women and men involved in each step of its creation.
Aziz’s love of jewelry and colored gemstones is grounded
in her personal story and her Afghan heritage. Her family
fled Afghanistan in 1982 and emigrated to the U.S. during
a previous war. Her grandmother was able to smuggle out
ancestral jewelry, some of which was passed on to Aziz. “I
deeply felt the power and meaning of these precious jewels,
not only in connecting us to the past, but in showing us the
potential for future growth. My grandmother taught me never
to forget where I came from and my inherent human dignity.”
Though new to the jewelry industry, Aziz has over a decade of
experience working with multilateral organizations, governmental
bodies, academia, and civil society organizations to further the
goals and aspirations of the world’s most vulnerable communities.
She is currently completing a Graduate Gemologist (G.G.)
diploma at the Gemological Institute of America. She also holds
a B.A. from McGill University, an M.Sc. from the London School of
Economics, and a J.D. from UC Berkeley School of Law.
The Gabriel Love Foundation was established by Gabriel &
Co., the New York-based fine jewelry brand. It intends its
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WJA scholarship to provide funding for students who want to
achieve professional growth within the jewelry industry. But the
foundation also seeks applicants who plan to use their future
careers in jewelry to improve communities and participate in
charitable efforts.
The WJA Foundation, a non-profit 501(c)3 corporation, administers WJA scholarships and grants. Since its inception, the foundation has awarded hundreds of thousands of dollars to provide
education, business support, and mentorship to its members.
The Women’s Jewelry Association raises funds for the
foundation’s grants and scholarships throughout the year,
principally via its Awards for Excellence Gala, which this year
will take place as a virtual celebration on July 27. The event will
include keynotes on transformation during times of change and
the importance of each business underscoring its company’s
purpose to inspire and empower employees and customers.
The two keynote speakers are distinguished partners at the
Boston Consulting Group.

Select Moves Forward with November Jewelry
Show at Mohegan Sun
With the rescheduling of the September Dallas show to 2021
Select Jewelry Shows is focused on their November 1-2 event
at the Mohegan Sun Casino and Resort in Uncasville, CT.
Select Jewelry Show as served this market, which includes the
New England States, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania,
for seven years alternating between Foxwoods and Mohegan
Sun. It is a favorite among retail jewelers for the venue and the
quality of the exhibitors
Select Shows are “right size” more personal two-day events
featuring approximately 65 of the most popular lines and
prestigious brands. Select was created in 2010 to provide

retailers and exhibitors with an elegant and secure, environment
to meet and conduct business.
Complimentary breakfast and lunch, afternoon wine
service, and a fabulous cocktail party are available to all
attendees. Qualified retailers receive complimentary hotel
accommodations in the host hotel and a chance to win $10,000
to be spent on the show floor.
This year the show is being held on Sunday and Monday,
November 1 – 2. For more information and to register to
attend call 844-285-1103 or visit www.SelectJewelryShow.com
Select Show exhibitors includeAfarin

Imperial Pearl

Aiya Designs

Jabel/David Connolly

Alisa Design

KC Designs

Antonini

Kimberly Collins

Armand Jacoby

KGM

Ashi

Lika Behar

Bassali

Marathon Company

Bernards Jewelry

Marika Desert Gold

Brevani/Color Merchants

Mastoloni

CG Creations

Midas Chain

Color Jewels

Nava Dee/AOD

Debbie Kordansky

NEI Group

Dilamani

Paragon Couture

Dinaro Creations

Pe Jay Creations

Doves by Doron Paloma

Peter Storm

Erica Courtney

Quality Gold/Leslie’s Brand

Facets Barcelona

Reko

Fitzgerald

Rembrandt Charms

Frederic Sage

Royal Chain

Gem Veto

Royal Jewelry

Gemstar Int

Scott Spurling

Gumuchian

Shefi

H. J. Namdar

Sheiler Trading

Hari Jewels

Sterling Reputation

Heera Moti

Variety Gems

Henderson

Zeghani
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